FIND ANOTHER LOVE TEGAN AND SARA
Don't Find Another Love Lyrics: Won't you tell me what you want from me / Don't The latest song from sisterly duo
Tegan and Sara, written and released for the .

Both are openly gay [37] [38] and live and travel between Vancouver and Los Angeles. Tegan and Sara have
both ventured into songwriting for other artists. She also appeared in the music video. It was a true
collaboration; there's like two sections that Sara wrote, and three that I wrote. In April , Tegan wrote and
recorded a song titled "His Love" at the request of Augusten Burroughs as a contribution to the audio version
of his book A Wolf at the Table. Sara appears on Jonathan Coulton 's album Artificial Heart , providing vocals
for the album's remake of the song Coulton wrote for Valve's game Portal , " Still Alive ". Cue violent
accident exacerbated by parents trying to keep them apart. Tegan and Sara toured with Perry from September
to October In , they again worked with Matthew Dear to create "Bad Ones". They later called the song "the
first time we'd co-written with somebody, so it was the first time someone was giving us feedback on what
we'd written The complete soundtrack was also revealed below giving this lackluster looking flick some
serious appeal. In , the Canadian duo covered P! The sisters are known to do a lot of onstage banter, which
often includes stories and commentary about their childhood, politics , and life on the road; this has become a
characteristic trait of their live shows. Cue teenage love affair. Another collaboration with a dance artist was
on a song with David Guetta and Alesso for Guetta's re-release album Nothing But the Beat 2. The EP
consisted of remixes of their song "Alligator" by different artists. In the U. Hess Pretty virgin rich girl meets
experienced and charming, poor boy. The soundtrack of Endless Love, the aforementioned teenage rom-dram
with a decidedly Valentine's Day release date, is just one of the uber mainstream appearances Tegan and Sara
are pumping out in ; which includes an Oreo Commercial against cookie discrimination, and a track for The
LEGO Movie that could make a weekend at Tomorrowland feel like a mass. They also appeared in the music
video for "Body Work". Well, maybe not so much. An "Alligator" remix EP was released by the duo on
iTunes in LGBTQ equality now. At the end of The Con 10th anniversary tour in they stated they plan to take
two years off from touring to focus on The Tegan and Sara Foundation and to make a new record. The text at
the bottom reads "Gay behaviour is found in over species. Tegan[ edit ] Tegan appeared on Against Me! In ,
Tegan and Sara opened for the band fun. Both were photographed holding a sign that read "The rights of the
minority should never be subject to the whim of the majority. The "Animals" T-shirt features Tegan and Sara,
a turtle, fox, koala, penguin, and a dragonfly all labeled with their Latin names. Oh what's that Wu-Tang?
They spoke out on behalf of Against Me! The sweet, tucked over acoustic guitar rubs with a synthesized pop
urgency that together actually sound how losing your virginity in high school feels. They are both advocates
for LGBT equality as well as music education, literacy, and cancer research. Sara and I were both so obsessed
with him liking the song enough to put it on his record that we both were writing on it. Indie fans don't light
the torches yet: "Don't Find Another Love", their musical contribution to Endless Love, might be a
mainstream hit but it packs a gentle puppy-love-song punch. Personal lives[ edit ] Tegan and Sara are identical
twins born September 19, , in Calgary. Cue indie rock twins Tegan and Sara.

